New Faculty – School of Public Health

K Pelch
Assistant Professor

S Davis
Assistant Professor

C Noble
Assistant Professor

R Yockey
Assistant Professor

N Kline
Assistant Professor

M Rossheim
Associate Professor

M Neelamegam
Assistant Professor

C Walker
Instructor

J Luningham
Assistant Professor
New Faculty – TCOM

L Allsopp
Assistant Professor

J Aston
Assistant Professor

H Bartels
Assistant Professor

D Brancel
Assistant Professor

D DeShan
Assistant Professor

S Ewing
Assistant Professor

C Galke
Professor

T Garfield
Assistant Professor

L Gelinias
Instructor

M Hansen
Assistant Professor
New Faculty – TCOM

M Kennedy
Assistant Professor

M Lagomicho
Assistant Professor

E McGehee
Instructor

C Medina
Assistant Professor

C O’Hara
Assistant Professor

D Park
Assistant Professor

A Pasciucco
Assistant Professor

C Scott
Associate Professor

F Zhang
Associate Professor
New Faculty – GSBS

B Bunnell
Chair/Professor

M Cunningham
Assistant Professor

G Dick
Research Associate Professor

P Gregory
Professor

L Gonzales
Assistant Professor

S Ortega
Assistant Professor

D Siderovski
Chair/Professor

J Tune
Chair/Professor
New Faculty – School of Health Professions

Jennifer Crumm
Assistant Professor

Mindy Brummett
Assistant Professor

Kimberly Lemmons
Assistant Professor

Carling Butler
Assistant Professor

Eric Salas
Assistant Professor

Leslie Ayres
Assistant Professor

Jennifer Crumm
Assistant Professor

Kimberly Lemmons
Assistant Professor

Carling Butler
Assistant Professor

Eric Salas
Assistant Professor
New Faculty – College of Pharmacy

- T Benavides
  Assistant Professor

- R Haight
  Associate Professor

- A Hulsizer
  Assistant Professor

- E Hearn
  Assistant Professor

- D Karamichos
  Professor

- B Lindley
  Assistant Professor

- R Neba
  Assistant Professor

- M Ndiulor
  Assistant Professor

- U Sambamoorthi
  Professor